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Abstract. The adoption of advanced manufacturing intelligence technologies
offers opportunities for new profitable business models. The basis for this is the
data that is related to the manufactured product, the physical components used
for the manufacturing and the services that are applied in this context. In such a
Product-Service System (PSS) there are several interactions and corresponding
dependencies between physical products and services that have to be managed to
obtain an optimal added value from the PSS. A first step is to make the informa‐
tional interactions between Product and Service Lifecycle Management (PLM
and SLM) transparent and visualize them. The objective of this paper is therefore
to identify and visualize the interactions between SLM and PLM in general and
as a subsequent step in a use case of a manufacturing enterprise.
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1 Introduction

Manufacturing enterprises realize that services, in particular services that are built upon
data generated along the product lifecycle and make use of the internet, become more
and more important and provide new opportunities for revenues and growth.

However, many small and medium size enterprises (SME) in the manufacturing
sector do not have a clear picture regarding the opportunities of combining such services
with their products and are uncertain about the effects on their core business and their
corresponding processes. So the objective of this paper is to support such enterprises to
obtain a better understanding of those effects. It suggests a methodical approach to
identify and visualize the interactions between SLM and PLM.

The combination of physical products and corresponding services is established for
many years with growing importance [1, 2, 3, 6–9]. While initial approaches were
product-centered, in the course of time the services became a more important and self-
reliant part of the product-service combination. In some cases the physical product was
even aligned to a service or parts of it were replaced by services, e.g. cloud services that
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replace hardware storage capacity. The approach of Product Service System represents
this development [4, 5].

Goedkoop et al. defined that a PSS is “a marketable set of products and services
capable of jointly fulfilling a user’s need” and that it can be “provided by either a single
company or by an alliance of companies”. They pronounce that products and services
can be equally important for the function fulfilment.

Although the concepts of product-service combinations are discussed in literature
from different points of view, e.g. the different types of added value provided by the
PSS [4, 10], the dependencies and interactions between the product and the service
along their lifecycles are still not covered sufficiently. But these dependencies and
interactions are relevant for SME when they have to decide if and how they are going
to servitize their business. According to the objectives mentioned above this paper is
going to fill a part of this gap.

2 Product and Service Lifecycle Management

Approaches like the Extended Product approach have shown that different services can
be applied at different points of a product’s lifecycle [2].

Therefore the concepts of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and Service Life‐
cycle Management (SLM) can be used as a framework for considerations regarding the
dependencies and interactions between products and services in a PSS. The main objec‐
tive of PLM and SLM is to provide a sound information basis to plan, control and
coordinate processes and take decisions along the lifecycles of products and services.
A holistic view of both PLM and SLM is necessary to involve all relevant aspects of the
enterprise for an integrated development and management of PSS [7, 11, 12].

There are different concepts for Product Lifecycles and Product Lifecycle Manage‐
ment, for example concepts that are marketing driven and consider phases like
development/introduction, growth, maturity and decline [13]. Since it is aiming at a
better understanding of PSS this paper focuses on PLM concept that take the view of
information management. Many of those approaches structure the lifecycles in the main
phases Beginning of Life (BOL), Middle of Life (MOL) and End of Life (EOL) with
corresponding sub-phases as described in the following list [14–16]:

• Beginning of Life: Product Ideation, Design/Engineering, Realization/Production/
Manufacturing and Logistics/Distribution.

• Middle of Life: Use and Maintenance/Service/Support.
• End of Life: Re-use, Recycling, Remanufacturing, and Disposal.

Most traditional approaches assume that phases and steps in the lifecycle are
connected in a sequential mono-directional manner, a waterfall cascading model.

However, in dynamic environments there could be loops, parallelism and multi-
directional processes. The digitalization of all the PLM phases enables and fosters this
development. That’s why more recent approaches have recognized such loops and
multidirectional processes, e.g. the Closed Loop PLM [17]. On the one hand this provides
flexibility for the interactions with SLM on the other hand it increases complexity.
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Service Lifecycle Management is a part of Service Science, Management and Engi‐
neering (SSME), which address the challenges coming from the servitization process
[1, 8, 12]. SSME provides useful input for the manufacturing industry and helps to
involve all the relevant aspects of service. A Service Lifecycle Management creates a
connection between Management and Engineering and is an important discipline for
providing and contributing specific knowledge about service. The three main phases of
the Service Lifecycle are service creation, service engineering and service operations
management. These three main phases are divided in 7 sub phases [18]:

• Service creation: Service Ideation.
• Service Engineering: Service Requirement Analysis, Design, Implementation, and

Testing.
• Service Operation: Service Delivery and Evolution.

For a PSS lifecycles of products and services are linked and, as a consequence, the
lifecycle managements have to be aligned to those links or even integrated.

3 Relations and Between Products and Services in a PSS

Products and services are related in different ways. Before these relation can be made
transparent and can be planned, controlled and coordinated in a Lifecycle Management
process, it has to be clarified what types of relations can generally occur in PSS. This
describes a kind of solutions space that has to be covered by the Lifecycle Management.
To define these types a literature research was done and existing concepts were analyzed
according to the offered classifications of relations between products and services in a
PSS.

There are already approaches considering the configuration of defined product and
service component. Becker and Klinger [19] gave an overview of concepts and methods
in this context. They summarize three main types of relations when it comes to the
configuration of product-service combination: proposing, restricting and modifying.
A product provides options for combinations with a set of potential services or vice
versa. This is described as proposing options and alternatives. E.g. a Smart-TV is
supported be a set of capable TVs from different producers. It is also possible that it is
proposed that some product functions are substituted by services and or services are
substituted by the product. The second type are restricting relations. They describe what
prerequisites a service (product) has to fulfil when it should be combined with a certain
product (or service) or characteristics of a service (or product) exclude it from such a
combination. E.g. if the service addresses mainly food-industry, products that do not
fulfil the corresponding hygienic requirements are excluded.

Services can modify characteristics of the products or vice versa when they are
combined. E.g. the value that a product provides to its customer is increased by the
services. These three types represent functional relations.

Other approaches, like the Extended Product of Thoben [2], consider the different
points in the lifecycles of products and services when there are relations between them.
For example consulting services during the specification of a product in its BOL phase
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or refurbishing service in the EOL phase. Another more simple differentiation is that
between pre-sales and after-sales like it used in many enterprises. Generally these rela‐
tions cover the logical sequence of activities regarding the products and services. In
many cases one activity provides material or informational input to another, e.g. the
configuration services offers data from a social media feedback service and provides
input for manufacturing of the product like a customized computer. This type can be
describe process- and information-related relations.

An important aspect of PSS that is covered by many authors [10, 20, 21] are the
business models (BM) for the PSS. Tucker for example differentiate between product-
oriented BM where the products are sold, use-oriented BM where products are leased
or rented and result-oriented BM where the customers pays for the obtained value, e.g.
the achieved output of a machine. In the result oriented BM the customer pays only for
the service, he does not have to care of the price of the product as such, e.g. the price of
the machine. So the product has to be pay “internally in the PSS” by the revenues gener‐
ated through the service. So a further type of relations can be described as economic
relations.

Many approaches assume that PSS are provided by collaborating enterprise networks
[5, 20]. The implication is there is an organizational aspect of PSS. If product and service
components are provided by different partners there are organizational relations
between them. Some authors [4, 5, 20] pointed out that such relations between products
and service become already relevant inside enterprises when product and service depart‐
ment are traditionally separated and the PSS approach requires change processes and a
shift of culture. A special aspect in this context is the involvement of customers that is
usually required for service delivery.

So, summarized, literature research and analysis brought up four main types of rela‐
tions between products and services in a PSS along the lifecycles:

• Functional relations
• Process- and information-related relations
• Economic relations
• Organizational relations

4 Making Interactions Between Products and Services
Transparent

The relations identified above are not just descriptive but require in most cases some
actions. Since relations connect different elements these actions are usually interactions.
Interactions can be defined as reciprocal micro-processes between partners that are
elementary for the accomplishment of the tasks in the processes [22]. Following typical
interactions can be relevant between PLM and SLM:

• Exchange of Information (e.g. information about available sensor data that can be
used for a digital service).

• Coordination (e.g. synchronizing the change management for service with product
development).
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• Solving conflicts (e.g. identifying in-compatibilities at data interface and defining
common standards).

• Negotiation (e.g. if parameters like the frequency of measurement does not fit
together and adaptions have to be made on both sides to make product and service
work together).

The different characteristics of products and services, e.g. regarding timespans in the
lifecycles, the variety of potential combinations, and collaboration between partners in
a network lead to a high complexity of PSS. One element of handling and, where
possible, reducing this complexity is to manage these interactions for all four types of
relations between products and services. Conventional approaches to consider and
design those relations, such as a simple flowcharts, do not meet the specific requirements
of this complexity satisfactorily. Typical problems are [23] that recorded relationships
between tasks are simplified, relationships are ignored, iterations cannot be reflect
adequately or that “coupled” activities are not representable.

Starting Point for the making relations between products and services visible should
be the process- and information related relations, since these relations cover the whole
lifecycles right from the early BOL till the EOL and provide the basis for the other
relations. In addition this type of relation is causing manifold unplanned iterations and
corresponding problems [23], e.g. information is provided at the wrong time or not
suitable, modifications cause changes in the assumptions and data, inadvertently erro‐
neous information or unrecognized false assumptions adopted for granted.

Although a flowchart has clear limitations it is useful to visualize the general process-
and information-related relations. In Fig. 1 it can be seen at first sight where most inter‐
actions take place. In this practical example the prevailing strong interaction between
product design and service design is obvious.

Fig. 1. Use case - manufacturing company [5]

Therefore, it is useful to consider this phase separately and create in a next step a
Design Structure Matrix for it. Figure 2 is an example of this.
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SLM or PLM phase Steps Activities # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

product concept determination of function structure 1 X

allocation of solution principles 2 X X X

identification of effect structures 3

creation of functional specification 4 X X X X

service design development of product model 5 X X

development of process model 6 X X X

development of resource model 7 X X

development of marketing concept 8 X

service 
engineering

product 
engineering and 

production

… depends on …

…
affects…

Fig. 2. Design structure matrix – use case

In this example the determination of the product’s function structure requires infor‐
mation regarding the process model for the services and the development of this process
has to be aligned to the functions of the product. The reason for this information-related
relation is another type of relation: functional relations.

This leads to general methodical pattern: Functional relations could have an impact
on process- and information-related relations, so they have to be checked when process-
and information-related relations are assessed.

The relations in the design structure matrix describe what has to be exchanged,
coordinated, solved and negotiated. The next step is the question who should do that.
Does the enterprise have the capabilities and capacities to do the process step on its own
or is it necessary to involve capable partners. In this way the process- and information-
related relations lead to organizational relationships.

The final type of relations, the economic relation, usually depend on organizational
relation. If different partners are involved in the development and provision of product
and service function it has to be managed how investments/costs and benefits are shared.
In addition the functional relations provide the basis of revenues since the represent the
value the customers pays for.

The following graphic gives an overview over these relations and shows that there
also can be loops of adaptations, e.g. when functional relation are simplified because it
is recognized if the organizational interactions become too complex to manage (Fig. 3).

Product

Service

Process- and information 
related relations

Organizational 
relations

Economic 
relations

Functional 
relations

Fig. 3. Relations and their dependencies in a PSS

When these relations are generally identified they can be described in more detail
according to the typical interactions (information exchange, coordination etc.).
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5 Summary

Manufacturing enterprises that plan to servitize towards PSS need a sound understanding
what effects the combination of their products with services has upon those products
and upon their processes. This paper suggests an approach to make the potential relation
and corresponding interactions between products and services transparent and to analyze
them. Based on existing PSS approaches it has identified four general types of relations
between product and service in a PSS: functional, process- and information related,
organizational and economic. Between these types of relations there are dependencies
that help to structure a step-wise analysis. The application on a use-case has shown that
this approach could help to clarify the complex relations and interaction in a PSS. This
approach could contribute to the further development of an integrated PSS lifecycle
management.
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